
Oliver Heaviside Discovered a Practical Substitute for Super-
Conductance at Room Temperature in 1876 when he Correctly

Modeled the Electrodynamic Behavior of a Transmission Line 1 2

It's High Time we Give Him Credit for this Discovery and for
Making it Possible to Construct a Direct Current Transformer
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Abstract

A magnetic sink, when wrapped around magnetic wire prior to winding coils, preserves the magnetic
field of the wire to such a degree of efficiency that the transmission of power across the wire can be 
sustained for any length regardless of the wire's resistance.

This has already been proven by the 1800's solution to the trans-Atlantic telegraph cable problem in 
which an insulated copper cable was insufficient to transmit data across the Atlantic Ocean. It took 
Oliver Heaviside to mathematically model the problem so that a solution could be found.

It has also been implemented in Nathan Stubblefield's patented "Earth Battery", U.S. Patent number 
600,457 dated the 8th of March, 1898.

This is an exercise in critical thinking concerning the Heaviside solution and how it is applicable to 
transformer design to mitigate the resistance of its coils. I am satisfied that I finally can say that I 
understand its significance by stumbling across falling dominoes videos on YouTube. Nikola Tesla 
demonstrated that there is a mechanical analog for every electrical circuit which also helps us to 
understand what we cannot see.

I have updated this presentation to reflect this insight.
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Introduction

Current is a local phenomenon of a transitory change in voltage over time. In contrast, voltage is 
neither limited to any locality, nor is it necessarily a transitory phenomenon. The transitory, short-range
of the magnetic field surrounding the conduction of current is costly to maintain by mere voltage 
without the assistance of a ferromagnetizable layer surrounding a copper: coil or a transmission line. 
With this protection, a reduced loss of energy remains due to mere resistance but without any distortion

1 Oliver Heaviside's solution to the trans-Atlantic telegraph cable problem of the 1800s - Brave Search 
2 Transatlantic telegraph cable, Communication speeds – Wikipedia 

https://search.brave.com/search?q=Oliver+Heaviside's+solution+to+the+trans-Atlantic+telegraph+cable+problem+of+the+1800s&source=web
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transatlantic_telegraph_cable#Communication_speeds


of its signal. But without any protection, there is an additional distortion and with a greater loss of 
energy. So, this protection provides for a reduced loss of energy due to the elimination of signal 
distortion. And we can take advantage of this reduction of energetic loss since the combination of 
inductive and capacitive reactance can generate reactive power when they occur, simultaneously, [§] 
and avoid the limitations of long-distance transmission by satisfying all of our energetic needs onsite. 3

Discussion

Mitko Gorgiev4 is hot on a significant trail when he shares with us his suggestion that current can 
pass through an open circuit! It turns out that this is an important concept which has been forgotten 
since its inception back in the days of Oliver Heaviside and Nathan Stubblefield.

The idea that current can flow in an open circuit if provided a conductor to sink itself into is reflected
in Oliver's idea that iron wrapped around an insulated copper cable (and not electrically connected to 
the cable; but merely surrounding it) 5 6 will be sufficient to conserve against magnetic loss and 
preserve the transmission of power over any distance, because the magnetism will have something to 
sink itself into, namely: a ferromagnetizable substance, utilizing the principle of magnetic remanence 7 
(prevalent within computer core memories constructed between 1955 and 1975). Edward Leedskalnin 8

popularized this concept in the 1930s when he talked about it in his various books on the subject. He 
called it, his: Perpetual Motion Holder 9 10 since the remanence never goes away unless counter-acted 
(which fulfills Newton's First Law of Motion: “A body remains in the state of rest or uniform motion in
a straight line unless and until an external force acts on it”). 11 Nathan utilized this design criteria in his 
Earth Battery. 12

That's not the case with our exclusive use of copper (when constructing magnetic wire) which 
merely conducts voltage while costing us its magnetism due to the resistance and the length of the wire.

This notion of Oliver is key to unhinging the common sense of today that a non-pulsed DC 
transformer is “ideal”, yet not buildable. 13 How wrong we are! This “standard” notion is predicated 
upon the standard method of constructing transformers devoid of an iron wrapping surrounding the 
wire of their coils.

In order for DC to pass across a transformer, it is necessary to sustain the magnetic field throughout 
the entire period (in between the two half-cycle inversions of polarity) in which current is traveling in 
one direction making it a DC transmission per half-cycle. Standard transformers do not possess the 
safeguard exemplified by Oliver and instigated by Nathan against magnetic leakage. So, the only asset 
to a transformer's ability to transfer electricity is a transient initiated by polarity inversion twice each 
cycle and a frequency sufficient to shorten the duration of loss in between each of these inversions, or 
else a pulsed DC Transformer initiating a periodic voltage surge within older automobiles. 14 That's it.

But an iron wrapping surrounding each coil of a transformer sustains magnetism throughout the 

3 Jim Phipps answer to: How far is it practical to transmit electric power over power lines? (Quora)
4 Mitko Gorgiev's post: Regarding my previous post about the electroscope,...
5 Loading coil, Oliver Heaviside – Wikipedia 
6 Loading coil, Krarup cable – Wikipedia 
7 magnetic remanence - Brave Search 
8 Edward Leedskalnin - Brave Search 
9 Edward Leedskalnin Perpetual Motion Holder - Brave Search 
10 Mathematical Model of Edward Leedskalnin’s Perpetual Motion Holder (hilarispublisher.com) 
11 Newton's First Law of Motion - Brave Search 
12 U.S. Patent #600,457; Mar 8, 1898; Nathan Stubblefield – (storage.googleapis.com)
13 Transformer w/ DC (falstad.com) 
14 “...generated by the voltage regulators in some automobiles, e.g., the classic air-cooled Volkswagen Beetle.” – Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pulsed_DC#Uses
http://falstad.com/circuit/e-transformerdc.html
http://falstad.com/circuit/e-transformerdc.html
https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/de/5d/14/a57ffad14ccd94/US600457.pdf
https://search.brave.com/search?q=Newton's+First+Law+of+Motion&source=web
https://www.hilarispublisher.com/open-access/mathematical-model-of-edward-leedskalnins-perpetual-motion-holder-2168-9679.1000149.pdf
https://search.brave.com/search?q=Edward+Leedskalnin+Perpetual+Motion+Holder&source=web
https://search.brave.com/search?q=Edward+Leedskalnin&source=web
https://search.brave.com/search?q=magnetic+remanence&source=web
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loading_coil#Krarup_cable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loading_coil#Oliver_Heaviside
https://electricalspace.quora.com/Regarding-my-previous-post-about-the-electroscope-I-want-to-ask-the-advocates-of-the-electron-theory-to-explain-this-pr
https://www.quora.com/How-far-is-it-practical-to-transmit-electric-power-over-power-lines/answer/Jim-Phipps-1


entire duration of each cycle. This conservation against loss due to distortion makes it much easier to 
achieve overunity in a circuit since the energy entering into this type of circuit does not, and cannot, 
equal its resulting reactance if we begin to construct magnetic wire this way, for it would cause an 
accidental revolution! People would be stumbling upon all sorts of novel ways of producing overunity.

If magnetic tape (from old VHS, audio, etc) were to be wound around copper magnetic wire as a 
make-shift do-it-yourself substitution for getting a more professional version, then an additional layer 
of insulation would have to be placed upon the iron winding to prevent the eddy currents (induced 
within the iron winding) from redirecting the magnetic flow in a manner similar to a short-circuit, 
because it would reshape the magnetism of the coil.

“The 1928 Newfoundland-Azores High-Speed Duplex Cable was apparently the first to use 
permalloy like loading.”  15

[§ Footnote §] – Phase separation 16 of electricity occurs whenever the electromotive force and the 
magnetomotive force are in diametric opposition to each other with a maximum angular separation of 
180° between them (in time) per cycle of oscillations. The result is analogous to a non-Newtonian sheer
thinning fluid. 17 Under these conditions, negative resistance occurs in which power is not consumed; it 
is produced. 18 But because each of these two forces are at their respectively negative or positive 90° 
displacement from a unity power factor, indicating a simultaneous maximum of both a lagging and a 
leading current, the power which is produced is reactive, only. And since several methods of conversion
from reactive power to real power exists, none of this production of reactive power is useless. On the 
contrary, it is the only way (that I know of) in which “free energy” can exist 19 and be explained by 
electrical science 20 – thermodynamics, notwithstanding, since it fails to define this phenomenon. 21

15 Roy McCammon's answer: Where is Lenz Law in Heaviside's solution to trans-Atlantic telegraph [signal] distortion?
16 Phase separation - Wikipedia 
17 Non-Newtonian, Sheer thinning fluid - Wikipedia 
18 Negative resistance - Wikipedia 
19 (PDF) Free Energy is a Self-fulfilling Proposition if a Specific Set of Conditions are Met, POST-PUBLICATION 

UPDATES. (researchgate.net) 
20 Electrical Science (quora.com) 
21 Laws of thermodynamics - Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laws_of_thermodynamics
https://electricalscience.quora.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/362324951_Free_Energy_is_a_Self-fulfilling_Proposition_if_a_Specific_Set_of_Conditions_are_Met_POST-PUBLICATION_UPDATES
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/362324951_Free_Energy_is_a_Self-fulfilling_Proposition_if_a_Specific_Set_of_Conditions_are_Met_POST-PUBLICATION_UPDATES
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_resistance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-Newtonian_fluid#Shear_thinning_fluid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_separation
https://qr.ae/pv58oH


The following example reaches infinite gain in zero time and possesses resistance (it took nearly 13 
milliseconds for me to snap the switch after clicking the “Run/STOP” button, but the result was 
instantaneous). The coils of its transformers use 25 AWG wire so that their resistances are 
approximately the same as their inductances when their units of Ohms are compared with their units of 
Henrys. The capacitors possess an equivalent series resistance of 3 Ohms...

https://is.gd/3LMDmodules

http://vinyasi.info/realsim?cct=$+1+0.000005+9.001713130052181+47+5+30%0Ac+16+336+-16+336+0+10+0+3+1+1%0Ac+16+384+-16+384+0+10+0+3+1+1%0Ac+-64+336+-96+336+0+10+0+3+1+1%0Ac+-64+384+-96+384+0+10+0+3+1+1%0Ac+-144+336+-176+336+0+10+0+3+1+1%0Ac+-144+384+-176+384+0+10+0+3+1+1%0Av+208+240+112+240+0+1+60+0.000001+0+0+0.5%0AT+-224+336+-176+384+0+30+1+0+0+0.7+25%0AT+-144+336+-96+384+0+30+1+0+0+0.7+25%0AT+-64+336+-16+384+0+30+1+0+0+0.7+25%0AT+16+336+64+384+0+30+1+0+0+0.7+25%0A181+-224+384+-224+336+0+300+100+120+0.4+0.4%0Ax+-175+261+18+264+4+13+circuit-20220806-0747.circuitjs.txt%0Ax+-147+288+-11+291+4+12+http://is.gd/3LMDmodules%0Ax+148+275+169+278+4+12+1%C2%B5V%0Aw+64+336+64+304+0%0Aw+64+384+208+384+0%0Aw+208+320+208+240+0%0Ax+66+363+180+366+4+12+Trannys%5Cs%5Cq%5Cs30H%5Cs@%5Cs1:1%0Aw+112+240+112+288+0%0AS+64+304+112+304+0+1+true+0+2%0Aw+112+320+208+320+0%0A181+208+320+208+384+0+300+100+120+0.4+0.4%0Ax+134+343+182+346+4+12+18H%5Csmin.%0Ao+6+64+1+12545+0.0001+0.0001+0+1+0.0001+AC_Source%0Ao+11+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+1+1+0.0001+Left_Lamp%0Ao+5+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+2+1+0.0001+Left_Cap%0Ao+3+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+3+1+0.0001+Middle_Cap%0Ao+1+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+4+1+0.0001+Right_Cap%0Ao+22+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+5+1+0.0001+Right_Lamp%0A


Compare the following result which possesses no resistance. It takes a third of a second to merely 
light up the bulbs let alone much longer to reach the simulator's limit of “nan/Infinite matrix”...

You'd think that resistance would take longer than no resistance to reach any appreciable gain. Yet, 
the opposite is the case!

This is why I have begun to say that impedance is our friend.

The transformer coils require a minimum amount of inductance in order to gain, rather than lose, 
energy over time. Likewise, the capacitors require a minimum amount of capacitance to achieve the 
same result. Thus, working together, their reactive and resistive impedances (which they deliver) 
achieves the goal of overunity when a specific supportive criteria is met, namely: wrapping all of the 
magnetic wire with something which is magnetizable – perhaps, magnetic tape, and turn a mediocre 
performance into something which sizzles!

https://is.gd/3LMDmodules_noresist

http://vinyasi.info/ne?cct=$+1+0.000005+9.001713130052181+47+5+30%0Ac+16+336+-16+336+0+10+0%0Ac+16+384+-16+384+0+10+0%0Ac+-64+336+-96+336+0+10+0%0Ac+-64+384+-96+384+0+10+0%0Ac+-144+336+-176+336+0+10+0%0Ac+-144+384+-176+384+0+10+0%0Av+208+240+112+240+0+1+60+0.000001+0+0+0.5%0AT+-224+336+-176+384+0+30+1+0+0+0.7%0AT+-144+336+-96+384+0+30+1+0+0+0.7%0AT+-64+336+-16+384+0+30+1+0+0+0.7%0AT+16+336+64+384+0+30+1+0+0+0.7%0A181+-224+384+-224+336+0+300+100+120+0.4+0.4%0Ax+-175+261+18+264+4+13+circuit-20220806-0821.circuitjs.txt%0Ax+-170+288+14+291+4+12+http://is.gd/3LMDmodules_noresist%0Ax+148+275+169+278+4+12+1%C2%B5V%0Aw+64+336+64+304+0%0Aw+64+384+208+384+0%0Aw+208+320+208+240+0%0Ax+66+363+180+366+4+12+Trannys%5Cs%5Cq%5Cs30H%5Cs@%5Cs1:1%0Aw+112+240+112+288+0%0AS+64+304+112+304+0+1+true+0+2%0Aw+112+320+208+320+0%0A181+208+320+208+384+0+300+100+120+0.4+0.4%0Ax+134+343+182+346+4+12+18H%5Csmin.%0Ao+6+64+1+12545+0.0001+0.0001+0+1+0.0001+AC_Source%0Ao+11+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+1+1+0.0001+Left_Lamp%0Ao+5+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+2+1+0.0001+Left_Cap%0Ao+3+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+3+1+0.0001+Middle_Cap%0Ao+1+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+4+1+0.0001+Right_Cap%0Ao+22+64+1+12547+0.0001+0.0001+5+1+0.0001+Right_Lamp%0A


Here is another example which may be more practical, i.e. regulatable – and possibly buildable as 
well...

https://is.gd/ammann2opamps_v2

http://vinyasi.info/realsim?cct=$+1+1000000+1.2182493960703473+50+5+50%0Aa+-64+304+64+304+9+6+-6+1000000+0+0%0Aw+-64+320+-64+368+0%0Ar+-64+368+64+368+0+100%0Aw+64+304+64+368+0%0Ar+-64+368+-240+368+0+150%0Aa+272+304+144+304+9+6+-6+1000000+0+0%0Ar+144+192+272+192+0+100%0Ar+144+368+272+368+0+100%0Ar+272+368+448+368+0+150%0Aw+144+304+144+368+0%0Aw+272+320+272+368+0%0Ax+-225+400+428+403+4+12+This%5Csmay%5Csbe%5Csthe%5CsAmmann%5CsBrothers'%5CsCircuit?%5CsTheir%5CsD/C%5Csmotor%5Cscoil%5Csshorts%5Cstheir%5Cstransformer.%5CsThe%5Csprecharged%5Cscapacitor%5Cswas%5Csin-%0Al+64+160+144+160+0+10+0+25%0Aw+64+160+64+192+0%0Aw+144+160+144+192+0%0Ax+74+326+135+329+4+15+TRANNY%0Ax+-223+421+421+424+4+12+side%5Csof%5CsTesla's%5Cs1931%5CsPierce-Arrow,%5Csproject%5Csbox.%5CsIt%5Csreplaces%5Csthe%5Cstwo%5Cshollow,%5Cscopper%5Csspheres%5Cson%5Cstop%5Csof%5Csthe%5CsAmmann%5CsBrothers'%0Ax+-168+445+422+448+4+12+steel%5Csdrum.%5CsThese%5CsOpAmps%5Csreplace%5Csthe%5Cselectrostatically%5Csreactive%5Cshelium%5Csinside%5Cstheir%5Csspheres.%5CsThe%5Csmagnetic%5Cswire%0Ax+-86+162+38+165+4+12+D/C%5CsMOTOR%5CsCOIL%5Cs%3E%3E%3E%0Ax+173+257+262+260+4+13+%5Cp/-%5Cs6V%5CsOP%5CsAMP%0Ax+87+38+297+41+4+14+https://is.gd/ammann2opamps_v2%0Ax+-83+17+295+20+4+14+THE%5CsCAPACITOR%5CsIS%5CsPRECHARGED%5CsWITH%5Cs10%5CsMILLIVOLTS!%0Ax+75+342+133+345+4+11+100H%5Cs@%5Cs1:1%0Ax+75+361+137+364+4+11+90%25%5CsC.Coef.%0Aw+-144+-16+-144+208+2%0Aw+352+192+352+-16+2%0Ac+-144+-16+352+-16+0+10000+0.01+0.01+1+1%0Ax+-53+260+36+263+4+13+%5Cp/-%5Cs6V%5CsOP%5CsAMP%0Ax+-90+45+26+48+4+14+https://is.gd/eyinad%0Aw+448+512+448+368+1%0Aw+448+512+-240+512+0%0Aw+-240+368+-240+512+2%0Ax+181+158+329+161+4+10+circuit-20220807-1223.circuitjs.txt%0Ar+272+288+352+288+0+10000%0Ar+-144+288+-64+288+0+10000%0Ax+-28+537+229+540+4+14+%5E%5E%5E%5E%5E%5CsTHIS%5CsIS%5CsCOMMON%5CsGROUND%5Cs%5E%5E%5E%5E%5E%0A159+64+240+64+304+0+20+10000000000%0A159+144+304+144+240+0+20+10000000000%0A159+144+160+144+96+0+20+10000000000%0A159+64+96+64+160+0+20+10000000000%0Ag+144+96+128+96+0%0Ag+64+96+80+96+0%0Ag+144+240+144+224+0%0Ag+64+240+64+224+0%0AT+64+192+144+304+0+100+1+0+0+0.9+25%0Aw+48+128+48+272+0%0Aw+160+128+160+272+0%0As+160+128+224+128+0+1+false%0AR+224+128+256+128+0+0+60+6+0+0+0.5%0Aw+352+192+352+288+1%0Aw+-144+208+-144+288+1%0Aw+48+128+48+64+0%0Aw+48+64+160+64+0%0Aw+160+64+160+128+0%0Ax+-222+467+417+470+4+12+of%5Csall%5Cscoils%5Csis%5Cswound%5Cswith%5Csmagnetic%5Cstape%5Csto%5Cspreserve%5Cstheir%5Csmagnetic%5Csfields%5Csin%5Cskeeping%5Cswith%5CsOliver%5CsHeaviside's%5Cssolution%5Csto%5Csthe%0Ax+-222+487+428+490+4+12+trans-Atlantic%5Cstelegraph%5Cscable%5Csproblem%5Csof%5Csthe%5Cs1880s%5Cs%5Ca%5CsNathan%5CsStubblefield's%5CsEarth%5CsBattery%5CsUS%5Cspatent%5Cs600,457;%5CsMar%5Cs8,%5Cs1898.%0Ax+-231+330+-81+333+4+14+https://is.gd/earthbattery%0As+272+192+272+288+0+0+false%0Ao+12+64+0+12546+0.0001+0.0001+0+2+12+3+D/C_Motor%0Ao+12+64+0+12545+0.0001+0.0001+1+2+12+3+D/C_Motor%0Ao+26+64+0+4355+1024+0.0512+2+2+26+3+Starter_Cap%0A


It's motor coil possesses extremely little voltage while growing to an indeterminate limit of current if
the right combination of closed versus open exists among the two switches in a specific sequence of 
their closure or opening...



Another combination of open versus closed among its pair of switches slows growth down to an 
almost perfect horizontal of severely reduced rate of growth to “semi-stabilize” the results of any 
previous “gain”...

Since this is merely a representation of a speculated invention (by the Ammann brothers in 1921), 22 
its translation into a physical build is interesting in that the op-amps are replaced with helium and the 
capacitor represents the one volt, initial difference between the two containers of helium, namely: two 
hollow copper spheres.

I chose ±6V for the op-amp inputs since 6V batteries were the norm powering the electrical systems 
of gasoline fueled cars back in the early days prior to the 1940s.

22 Ammann Brothers, Newspaper Article.jpg (810×722) (vinyasi.info) 

https://is.gd/ammann2opamps_v5

http://vinyasi.info/energy/Ammann%20Brothers,%20Newspaper%20Article.jpg
http://vinyasi.info/realsim?cct=$+1+10000+1.2182493960703473+50+5+50%0Aa+-64+304+64+304+9+6+-6+1000000+0+0%0Aw+-64+320+-64+368+0%0Ar+-64+368+64+368+0+100%0Aw+64+304+64+368+0%0Ar+-64+368+-240+368+0+150%0Aa+272+304+144+304+9+6+-6+1000000+0+0%0Ar+144+192+272+192+0+100%0Ar+144+368+272+368+0+100%0Ar+272+368+448+368+0+150%0Aw+144+304+144+368+0%0Aw+272+320+272+368+0%0Ax+-225+400+428+403+4+12+This%5Csmay%5Csbe%5Csthe%5CsAmmann%5CsBrothers'%5CsCircuit?%5CsTheir%5CsD/C%5Csmotor%5Cscoil%5Csshorts%5Cstheir%5Cstransformer.%5CsThe%5Csprecharged%5Cscapacitor%5Cswas%5Csin-%0Al+64+160+144+160+0+10+0+25%0Aw+64+160+64+192+0%0Aw+144+160+144+192+0%0Ax+74+326+135+329+4+15+TRANNY%0Ax+-223+421+421+424+4+12+side%5Csof%5CsTesla's%5Cs1931%5CsPierce-Arrow,%5Csproject%5Csbox.%5CsIt%5Csreplaces%5Csthe%5Cstwo%5Cshollow,%5Cscopper%5Csspheres%5Cson%5Cstop%5Csof%5Csthe%5CsAmmann%5CsBrothers'%0Ax+-168+445+422+448+4+12+steel%5Csdrum.%5CsThese%5CsOpAmps%5Csreplace%5Csthe%5Cselectrostatically%5Csreactive%5Cshelium%5Csinside%5Cstheir%5Csspheres.%5CsThe%5Csmagnetic%5Cswire%0Ax+-86+162+38+165+4+12+D/C%5CsMOTOR%5CsCOIL%5Cs%3E%3E%3E%0Ax+175+256+264+259+4+13+%5Cp/-%5Cs6V%5CsOP%5CsAMP%0Ax+-131+208+34+211+4+11+https://is.gd/ammann2opamps_v5%0Ax+-56+20+270+23+4+14+THE%5CsCAPACITOR%5CsIS%5CsPRECHARGED%5CsWITH%5Cs1%5CsVOLT!%0Ax+75+344+133+347+4+11+100H%5Cs@%5Cs1:1%0Ax+75+361+137+364+4+11+90%25%5CsC.Coef.%0Aw+-144+-16+-144+208+2%0Aw+352+192+352+-16+2%0Ac+-144+-16+352+-16+0+10000+1+0.01+1+1%0Ax+-59+255+30+258+4+13+%5Cp/-%5Cs6V%5CsOP%5CsAMP%0Ax+-108+132+8+135+4+14+https://is.gd/eyinad%0Aw+448+512+448+368+1%0Aw+448+512+-240+512+0%0Aw+-240+368+-240+512+2%0Ax+181+158+329+161+4+10+circuit-20220807-1703.circuitjs.txt%0Ar+272+288+352+288+0+10000%0Ar+-144+288+-64+288+0+10000%0Ax+-28+537+229+540+4+14+%5E%5E%5E%5E%5E%5CsTHIS%5CsIS%5CsCOMMON%5CsGROUND%5Cs%5E%5E%5E%5E%5E%0A159+64+240+64+304+0+20+10000000000%0A159+144+304+144+240+0+20+10000000000%0A159+144+160+144+96+0+20+10000000000%0A159+64+96+64+160+0+20+10000000000%0Ag+144+96+128+96+0%0Ag+64+96+80+96+0%0Ag+144+240+144+224+0%0Ag+64+240+64+224+0%0AT+64+192+144+304+0+100+1+0+0+0.9+25%0Aw+48+128+48+272+0%0Aw+160+128+160+272+0%0As+160+128+224+128+0+1+false%0AR+224+128+256+128+0+0+60+6+0+0+0.5%0Aw+352+192+352+288+1%0Aw+-144+208+-144+288+1%0Aw+48+128+48+64+0%0Aw+48+64+160+64+0%0Aw+160+64+160+128+0%0Ax+-222+467+417+470+4+12+of%5Csall%5Cscoils%5Csis%5Cswound%5Cswith%5Csmagnetic%5Cstape%5Csto%5Cspreserve%5Cstheir%5Csmagnetic%5Csfields%5Csin%5Cskeeping%5Cswith%5CsOliver%5CsHeaviside's%5Cssolution%5Csto%5Csthe%0Ax+-222+487+428+490+4+12+trans-Atlantic%5Cstelegraph%5Cscable%5Csproblem%5Csof%5Csthe%5Cs1880s%5Cs%5Ca%5CsNathan%5CsStubblefield's%5CsEarth%5CsBattery%5CsUS%5Cspatent%5Cs600,457;%5CsMar%5Cs8,%5Cs1898.%0Ax+-231+330+-81+333+4+14+https://is.gd/earthbattery%0As+272+192+272+288+0+0+false%0Ax+-86+47+317+50+4+12+Transformer%5Csinductance%5Csshould%5Csbe%5Csno%5Csmore%5Csthan%5Cs1H%5Csfor%5Csmaximum%5Csgrowth,%5Cs...%0Ax+-78+76+18+79+4+12+...or%5Csa%5Csminimum%5Csof%0Ax+-76+96+15+99+4+12+100H%5Csfor%5Csstability.%0Ax+187+72+322+75+4+12+Target%5Csamperage%5Csof%5Cs206A%0Ax+196+92+317+95+4+12+is%5Csreached%5Csin%5Cs~5%5Csyears.%0Ao+12+64+0+12546+0.0001+0.0001+0+2+12+3+D/C_Motor%0Ao+12+64+0+12545+0.0001+0.0001+1+2+12+3+D/C_Motor%0Ao+26+64+0+4355+1024+0.0512+2+2+26+3+Starter_Cap%0A


Here's another version which precharges a capacitor situated across the inductive load with a voltage 
which is slightly more than twice the target voltage – in other words, a precharged condition of 743V 
intended for a target voltage of 350V which is fed to the motor controller of a 2002 RAV4EV.

The only reason why I drastically raise the precharged voltage in the following example is to 
conform to the needs of a typical electric motor. Otherwise, I'd stick with one volt. But that produces a 
ridiculously low output of voltage (see examples, above) which is not suitable for modern-day motors.

So, I added capacitors across the motor and across both transformer coils to help alleviate this oddity.

Unfortunately, its wave-length is much longer than a standard motor and will have to be modified via
pulse width modulation or some other technique to accommodate the slower rotation rate which an 
automobile drive-shaft can tolerate...

https://is.gd/ammann2opamps_v9

http://vinyasi.info/realsim?cct=$+1+25+1.2182493960703473+50+5+50%0Aa+-288+304+-160+304+9+6+-6+1000000+0+0%0Aw+-288+320+-288+368+0%0Ar+-288+368+-160+368+0+100%0Aw+-160+304+-160+368+0%0Ar+-288+368+-432+368+0+150%0Aa+304+304+176+304+9+6+-6+1000000+0+0%0Ar+160+368+320+368+0+100%0Ar+320+368+496+368+0+150%0Aw+160+304+160+368+0%0Aw+320+320+320+368+0%0Ax+-401+400+467+403+4+12+This%5Csmay%5Csbe%5Csthe%5CsAmmann%5CsBrothers'%5CsCircuit?%5CsTheir%5CsD/C%5Csmotor%5Cscoil%5Csshorts%5Cstheir%5Cstransformer.%5CsThe%5Csprecharged%5Cscapacitor%5Cswas%5Csinside%5Csof%5CsTesla's%5Cs1931%5CsPierce-Arrow,%5Csproject%0Al+-128+48+160+48+0+10+0+51.25%0Aw+-128+160+-128+192+0%0Aw+160+160+160+192+0%0Ax+-23+328+38+331+4+15+TRANNY%0Ax+-399+421+470+424+4+12+box.%5CsIt%5Csreplaces%5Csthe%5Cstwo%5Cshollow,%5Cscopper%5Csspheres%5Cson%5Cstop%5Csof%5Csthe%5CsAmmann%5CsBrothers'%5Cssteel%5Csdrum.%5CsThese%5CsOp-Amps%5Csare%5Cscharged%5Cswith%5Csa%5Csvoltage%5Cswhich%5Csis%5Csequivalent%5Csto%5Cswhat-%0Ax+-332+444+463+447+4+12+ever%5Csis%5Csneeded%5Csby%5Csthe%5Csinductive%5Csload.%5CsIt%5Csreplaces%5Csthe%5Cselectrostatically%5Csreactive%5Cshelium%5Csinside%5Cstheir%5Csspheres.%5CsThe%5Csmagnetic%5Cswire%5Csof%5Csall%5Csof%5Csthe%5Cscoils%5Csis%5Cswound%0Ax+-60+20+86+23+4+12+4.17k%5CsOhms%5Cs~%5Cq%5Cs51.25%5CsAWG%0Ax+219+259+296+262+4+13+%5Ck6V%5CsOP%5CsAMP%0Ax+253+5+448+8+4+13+https://is.gd/ammann2opamps_v9%0Ax+-22+346+36+349+4+11+100H%5Cs@%5Cs1:1%0Ax+-22+363+40+366+4+11+90%25%5CsC.Coef.%0Ax+294+65+410+68+4+14+https://is.gd/eyinad%0Aw+496+512+496+368+1%0Aw+-432+368+-432+512+2%0Ax+-385+189+-193+192+4+13+circuit-20220811-1030.circuitjs.txt%0Ar+320+288+400+288+0+10000%0Ax+-398+467+463+470+4+12+with%5Csmagnetic%5Cstape,%5Cssuch%5Csas:%5Cspermalloy,%5Csto%5Cspreserve%5Cstheir%5Csmagnetic%5Csfields%5Csin%5Cskeeping%5Cswith%5CsOliver%5CsHeaviside's%5Cssolution%5Csto%5Csthe%5Cstrans-Atlantic%5Cstelegraph%5Cscable%5Csproblem%5Csof%0Ax+-399+491+467+494+4+12+the%5Cs1800s%5Csand%5CsNathan%5CsStubblefield's%5CsEarth%5CsBattery:%5CsUS%5Cspatent%5Cs600,457;%5CsMar%5Cs8,%5Cs1898.%5CsThis%5Cscircuit%5Csis%5Csstable%5Csand%5Cswill%5Csnever%5Csrun%5Csout%5Csof%5Cspower%5Csno%5Csmatter%5Cshow%5Cslong%5Csit%5Csruns.%0Ax+280+37+430+40+4+14+https://is.gd/earthbattery%0Ax+-384+19+-203+22+4+12+Transformer%5Csinductance%5Csshould%5Csbe%0Ax+-376+42+-209+45+4+12+a%5Csminimum%5Csof%5Cs100H%5Csfor%5Csstability.%0Ac+-96+192+-96+288+0+10000+0+0.01+1+1%0Ac+96+192+96+288+0+10000+0+0.01+1+1%0Aw+-128+192+-96+192+0%0Aw+-96+192+-32+192+0%0Aw+-160+304+-96+304+1%0Aw+-96+304+-32+304+2%0Aw+48+192+96+192+0%0Aw+96+192+160+192+0%0Aw+48+304+96+304+2%0Aw+96+304+160+304+1%0Aw+176+304+160+304+0%0Aw+304+288+320+288+0%0Aw+304+320+320+320+0%0Aw+-96+304+-96+288+0%0Aw+96+304+96+288+0%0Ax+-273+259+-196+262+4+13+%5Ck6V%5CsOP%5CsAMP%0Ac+-128+160+160+160+0+10000+743+3+1+1%0Ax+-105+121+141+124+4+11+drops%5Csto%5Cs350V.%5CsThis%5Csis%5Cssuitable%5Csfor%5Csa%5Cs2002%5CsRAV4EV.%0Ax+-51+151+-11+154+4+40+%5Ce%0AT+-32+192+48+304+0+100+1+0+0+0.9+25%0Aw+-128+48+-128+160+0%0Ag+-432+512+-416+512+0%0Ag+496+512+480+512+0%0Ar+-368+288+-288+288+0+10000%0Ag+-368+288+-368+256+0%0Ag+400+288+400+256+0%0As+320+160+320+256+0+1+false%0Ar+160+160+320+160+0+100%0Aw+320+256+320+320+0%0Ax+176+199+299+202+4+13+Always%5Cskeep%5Csthis%5Cs%3E%3E%3E%0Ax+181+222+299+225+4+13+switch%5CsOPEN%5Cs%3E%3E%3E%3E%3E%0Ax+-34+3+66+6+4+12+INDUCTIVE%5CsLOAD%0Aw+160+48+160+160+0%0Ax+-113+99+147+102+4+11+resistance%5Csand%5Csis%5Csprecharged%5Cswith%5Cs743V%5Cswhich%5Csquickly%0Ax+-115+78+147+81+4+11+This%5Cscapacitor%5Cspossesses%5Cs3%5CsOhms%5Csof%5Csequivalent%5Csseries%0Ax+-375+123+-213+126+4+12+and%5Cs17%C2%BC%5Csminutes%5Cswave%5Cslength.%0Ax+248+111+455+114+4+13+FULL%5CsTHROTTLE%5CsACCELERATION%0Ax+-363+101+-229+104+4+12+This%5Cscircuit%5Cshas%5Csa%5Cs21%5Cshour%0Ao+11+64+0+20738+419.4304+0.0001+0+2+11+3+Inductive_Load%0Ao+11+64+0+20737+0.0001+6710.8864+1+2+11+3+Inductive_Load%0Ao+11+64+1+20739+5+0.1+2+1+1310720+Inductive_Load%0A


In Micro-Cap analog simulator, 23 it gets interesting. 24 A similar performance can occur, but not 
without extra effort imposed upon the circuit via a much higher precharged voltage than the previous 
examples in Paul Falstad's simulator (black backgrounds) of one volt. But then, I am not taking 
advantage of mechanical switches to pump surges into the circuit in order to ratchet its power level, 
upwards, in incremental steps. Nor, am I making use of any other technique, such as: incandescent light
bulbs, to enhance the outcome (such as I have done in the first example, up-above)...

23 Micro-Cap 12. Analog, mixed mode, & digital simulation software. SPICE & PSpice® compatible. (spectrum-soft.com) 
24 Upload files for free - ammann with two opamps and four neon bulb, spark gaps.cir - ufile.io 

The voltage readout of all four spark gaps at their node number ten tells us whether or not they are 
arcing if they are at 10V or not arcing if they are at anything less than that, such as: at 10 nanovolts. 
These four readouts are: V(X3.10), V(X4.10), V(X5.10), and V(X6.10). The impedance of the inductive 
LOAD is traced with: RMS(V(LOAD))/RMS(I(LOAD)). Its watts is: RMS(V(LOAD))*RMS(I(LOAD)).

All of the four D/C power supplies for the two Op-
Amps, X1 and X2, are at ±6V.

https://ufile.io/hhrfrzp1
http://www.spectrum-soft.com/index.shtm


Schematic...

A 10 kilo Farad capacitor, C1, has an “initial condition” of being precharged with 10 kilovolts 
(ic=10kV). Transformer, K1, possesses 10 Henrys on each of its primary and secondary coils with 
a coupling coefficience of 90%.



Nodal voltages...

WARNING...The reason why Micro-Cap requires so much voltage (on precharged capacitor, C1) is 
due to a presumption that no one will use a magnetizable steel bolt as their transformer core, nor extend
the core material into a similar housing surrounding the coils, nor use any iron wrapping around all of 
the coils, including the LOAD. To be successful, all ferromagnetic material must be suitable for a 
PMH experiment 25 which exhibits magnetic remanence when the voltage source is cutoff from 
energizing the coils. Otherwise, only a continuous and enlarged voltage will succeed. This unwittingly 
sabotages “free energy research” by endorsing the use of composite materials for transformer cores.

25 “Oh Nuts!” Magnetic Lock.Your Going To Like! Using The Principles Of Ed Leedskalnin PMH.Must Watch - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhiAIsJCS9Y


The following output 26 (of three seconds) is an exception to the WARNING, above, because it 
functions similar to our Sun or any other star which lacks sufficient load to prevent it from exploding...

26 Upload files for free - ammann with solar capacitance.cir - ufile.io 

https://ufile.io/h95nrr8m


Schematic...



For comparison, and for greater accuracy as to how the Ammann brothers setup may have been... 27

27 Upload files for free - ammann with solar capacitance, v2.cir - ufile.io 

https://ufile.io/ca9xwefy


Output of 317 years...



I forgot to bend the copper rod/tubing in the middle. It may be hidden outside of our view within the 
interior of the single-layered, barrel shaped, iron winding which the gentleman on the left is grasping 
with his left hand in the photograph, below.

So, here is the revised simulation 28 along with its output...

28 Upload files for free - ammann with solar capacitance, v2b.cir - ufile.io 

https://ufile.io/c9eeq0yv


An almost six-day output...

The Berkeley SPICE family of simulators, from which Spectrum-Soft's Micro-Cap was born, do not 
possess the ability to program the simulation to reflect an iron wrapping (such as: permalloy used in the
early days of trans-Atlantic telegraph cable design) surrounding the copper core of magnetic wire. And 
since I suspect that Paul Falstad's simulator, used up-above, appears to incorporate this concept of 
wrapping copper magnetic wire with a layer of iron (when used within transformers) prior to the 
application of the wire's insulation, I can deduce that overunity circuits, by design, are very unstable in 
the Berkeley SPICE family of simulators compared to the more stable outcomes depicted in Paul 
Falstad's simulator. Considering that the “conventional wisdom” of modern-day electrical engineering 
and of physics has proclaimed that these types of overunity circuits are always unstable, I must 
conclude that this is due to our ignorance on this subject. This is not due to any inherent flaw within 
circuits which surge to infinite gain. I think they (our so-called authority figures) are trying to scare us 
into staying away from Heaviside's perspective shared by Stubblefield and possibly shared by the 
Ammann brothers, as well.

Does this sound like a conspiracy to you? It does, to me!

One more version...

This time, instead of finely powdered silica or calcium ferrite strewn throughout the interior of each 
noble gas-filled hollow copper sphere, this dielectric substance is melted onto the underside of each 
copper sphere as a thin layer separating each copper sphere (acting as the outer plate of a capacitor) 
from the virtual inner plate of each of these two capacitors embodied by the neon (or, other noble) gas.



This inner plate is virtual due to the ionization of any noble gas behaves as a negative resistor. I am 
using the term of “virtual” the same way that Eric Dollard uses it to imply “grounded in the virtual 
realm of the complex field of numbers”. This is where negative resistance arises from: the vacuum, i.e.:
non-existential state of matter (equivalent to a black hole or dark energy in physics).

Here's a possible guide for building this circuit...



Or, maybe this is what it should be?...



One more schematic... 29

29 Upload files for free - ammann with solar capacitance, v2b.cir - ufile.io – This is a revised version of 2b, above.

https://ufile.io/2j3muo5d


And its 5 year, 8½ month output...



Or, maybe this is the way to build this circuit?...



Maybe this is the most accurate speculation?... 30

30 Upload files for free - ammann with solar capacitance, v2d.cir - ufile.io 

https://ufile.io/qyv7dzjx


Two years and 9¼ weeks of output...



Photograph used in the newspaper article (linked to, up-above)...

Discussion of...

Teslas electric car (overunity.com) 

https://overunity.com/3455/teslas-electric-car/msg569922/#msg569922


Falling Dominoes...

Now, here's an interesting phenomenon: falling dominoes do not lose momentum. Yet, wave 
mechanics, according to the thermodynamics of physics, tells us that entropy must take over and stop 
the wave from moving after gradually slowing it down.

The reason why they don't slow down and come to a complete stop is due to an inherent energy 
within each domino.

Well...Oliver Heaviside's solution to the trans-Atlantic telegraph cable problem employed this 
property on the basis of the random directional orientation within all of the magnetic domains of a 
piece of ferromagnetizable substance, such as: magnetizable iron. The magnetic energy is already there 
inside of the iron perpetually magnetizing each magnetic domain of iron. It takes the electric field of 
the trans-Atlantic telegraph cable's copper core to temporarily reorient the randomized orientation of 
those magnetic domains (within the iron ribbon surrounding the copper cable) to elicit what we 
perceive as a perpetual motion retained within the copper cable due to the magnetic remanence of the 
iron ribbon surrounding that copper core which drags along the lethargic current in the copper cable 
despite the resistance of the copper core.

So, this is exactly equivalent to the mass of each domino plus the influence of the Earth's gravity 
upon each domino as it falls over, slowed only by the viscosity of the air, but not slowed in any sort of 
accumulative manner since each domino contributes its own potential energy which cannot be 
diminished by the resistance of the air since the influence of that resistance does not accumulate over 
the distance of the series of dominoes.

https://youtu.be/bUl295oyeIc

https://youtu.be/bUl295oyeIc


So, truly, a falling series of dominoes is a perfect replica of Heaviside's solution to the trans-Atlantic 
telegraph cable problem and points out how perfectly does Paul Falstad's simulated model of a 
transformer come the closest to these phenomena. The Berkeley SPICE family of simulators do not 
elicit this response since they are not predicated upon this model of a transmission line which Paul 
assumes for the coils of his transformers. SPICE assumes no iron wrapping surrounding its copper 
coils. And it also assumes a composite material, which is not solid iron, at the core of its transformers 
(which is the assumed design of modern-day A/C transformers).

No wonder we've fallen out of grace! We have forsaken efficiency for the sake of mediocrity.

Isn't mediocrity not what constitutes “free energy”? The opposite of efficiency?

Tesla was of the opinion that there was a mechanical analog for every electrical phenomenon. And 
he demonstrated this by constructing mechanical devices which were equivalent to some of his circuits.

Some people are of the belief that electrical phenomena are microscopic analogs of our macroscopic 
world. So, despite our inability to directly witness electrical behavior at its atomic level of perspective, 
we're not entirely at a loss as to how to illustrate this behavior in a manner which our five senses can 
appreciate and our mind can grasp its significance.

Thus, the study of electrodynamic theory and its practice, including the study of one of its subtopics, 
namely: the layman's version of free energy (not the established scientific variety of free energy), can 
be introduced to a child which is where most of humanity's insight into these studies lies.

And,...Boy, do we lie! Probably due to “following the elephant butt in front of us”!

So, who's leading the pack of pachyderms?

Equivalent Shortcuts to this Presentation on ResearchGate...

https://is.gd/fallingdominos

https://is.gd/falling_dominos

https://is.gd/fallingdominoes

https://is.gd/falling_dominoes

Source files for the Micro-Cap screenshots, above...

Index of /mhoslaw/Parametric Transformers/2022/Aug (vinyasi.info) – latest uploads

http://vinyasi.info/mhoslaw/Parametric%20Transformers/2022/Aug/?C=M;O=D
https://is.gd/falling_dominoes
https://is.gd/fallingdominoes
https://is.gd/falling_dominos
https://is.gd/fallingdominos
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